Terrexist - Hands find the earth
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Outdoor learning - Cabo Frio / RJ
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Context and objective:
Maria Flor has around 1,000 Yd² of nature with vegetable garden, outdoor earth kitchen, orchard, animals and children are part of this nature. Our goal: To develop the belonging and the “Terrexist” (SÁNCHEZ, 2020) valuing our Brazilianness.

Methodology:
Our school follows the Montessori methodology and the Cosmic Education philosophy. Children develop in a prepared environment in grouped classes, interacting collectively and being protagonists of learning.

Results:
In our backyard the students observe, investigate, play and develop the scientist’s look. Sensory discoveries happen all time in this lively and charming space. Researches and records become in rich and belonging pedagogical material made from the children.
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@mariaflorescolamontessoriana; mariaflorescolamontessoriana@gmail.com
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